Title word cross-reference

(1|1) [YLL18]. 1 [DE12, LPC00, Ngu12]. 1.5
[GLS10]. 14 [Res14]. 2
[ADM11, BS16, DEG+03, Dey97, EMM98, ELFZ07, For95, ÓWW00, RW11, RR00]. 3
[AAH+15, AK99, BHP98, BCS99, BS16, BS17, CM11, CSY97, CK97b, FK99, HSS05, J06, LWZ12, RW11, TW06, Zhu04a]. 30
[O’R97a]. 31 [O’R97b]. 32 [O’R97c]. 33
[O’R99a]. 37 [DO00]. 38 [O’R00a]. 39
[O’R00b]. 4 [BS17]. 40 [O’R0c]. 41 [O’R01].
42 [MO01]. 43 [O’R02]. 44 [O’R03]. 45
[BXHN03]. e [BK17]. C 2 [HREK07]. χ
[BDH+12]. d [AB09, AK99, BK02, Gav09b].
δ [BDH+12]. E [BDH+12]. ε [DGRS08]. 2
[WTX02]. K
[BKN+11, AKKS14, AGM+12, CHU14, DHT15, ESS11, FN05, FS08, KK10, MNP+00, MPR15, Pap99, Wan15, WZ16, WZ19]. L
[BRD09]. L 1 [WZ19, Wan15]. L 2 [Rab05].
L ∞ [PX15, PL01]. R d [MRM15]. n [AH19].
O [BS00]. O(n log 2 n) [Dev92]. O(n log n)
[ADS00]. ω [BDH+12]. Ω(n) [Dev92]. π/2
[BDD+12]. r [LWZ12]. θ [BvR19]. V [San09].

-Angle [BDD+12]. -Approximation
[LSW12]. -Block [San09]. -Center
[WZ16, BKN+11]. -Centerpoints [MRM15].
-Centroid [YLL18]. -Clustering [KK10].
-Colorability [AH+15]. -Colored
[BS16, BS17]. -Complexes [ÓWW00].
-Connected [CK97b]. -Continuous
[HREK07]. -Convex [BS00]. -D [CM11].
-Dimensional
[AB09, AK99, BK02, Gav09b, JJ06].
-Enclosing
[MNP +00].
-Extensions
[Ngu12].
-Flats
[CHU14].
-Level
[AGM +12].
-Manifolds
[Dey97].
-Maps
[BS17].
-Means
[FS08, WZ16].
-Median
[WZ16].
-Modem
[DHT15].
-Omino
[AH19].
-Packed
[BK17].
-Pairs
[Pap99].
-patches
[BXHN03].
-Piercing
[AK99].
-Plane
[DE12].
-Ranges
[FN05].
-Sampling
[DGRS08].
-Searcher
[LPC00].
-Sets
[ESS11].
-Space
[CSY97].
-splines
[BXHN03].
-Star
[LW_Z12].
-Visibility
[BRD09].

/Max
[EHP18].

2-Approximate
[GSZ11].
2-Centres
[DK08].
2-Manifolds
[DMMH11].
2-Pseudomanifolds
[DMMH11].

3-Coloured
[BHLL10].

Abstract
[BK14, BKL17, MMR01].
Acyclic
[DGL +00, Fra08].
Adaptive
[BD05, CL17, EW00].
Advancing
[HS02].
Advantages
[AHH +11].
Aggregate
[Wan15, WZ19].
Aggregate-MAX
[Wan15].
Aggregated
[GJS09].
Algebraic
[CCD06, MS07a, SV01].
Algorithm
[AL11, AKM +17, ADS00, ACDL02, AFN11, ACM01, BGK +09, BL03, BM02, BCS07, Che10, CER97, DN97, EFKP13, HH12, KY214, LSS02, LWZ12, MNNM07, MS07a, NY98, OGB11, Sha1, SI94, TV01, TH99, TMD97, TW06, WTX02, WDBB09, dF18, CL93, TMD95].

Aligned
[BKN +11].

Almost
[AACT17, DR02, KK10, WLW01].

Alternating
[KKY00].
Amidst
[BL03, CCK +06].
Among
[CW12b, LYW97].
Analyses
[STU07].
Analysis
[BDIZ03, CWW08, Cho09, FO00, SOR06].
Anchored
[DBGV06, FSS +97].
Angle
[BDD +12, DE12, Mit97].
Angles
[CDDR05, FMHT14].
Angularity
[DMOW98].
Anisotropic
[SY100].
Anisotropy
[ACFV10].
Annulus
[Cha02, DBHM +03].
Any
[CM10, VO98].
Application
[CEK +07, DG99, Epp97, MHW00, NS09, TW06, KNA94].
Applications
[Ata99, BS12, BCHS07, CHW02, CLX03, CHW +08, Cho99, DBGV06, DK06, FIS08, IM12, KTT02, NN09, PL01, SPPK08, WCMS04, Wu09].
Approach
[BMT00, CMO03, CKMK03, KT03, MC91, MS06, MH00, PL04, Pet98, SM06].
Approaches
[ACL +06].
Approximate
[AMV13, Ber05, BSH +04, CFW12, CRY97, DR20, GSZ11, KS11, MS07a, MS10, MST13].
Approximating
[AS18, BYMT +18, Cha02, CD03, NN09, VO98, Zhu97, Zhu04a].
Approximation
[AFN11, ACM01, BXHN03, BGD +09, BG05, BCS07, BK17, DDCN13, DK08, EFS09, GRS08, HH08, LWZ12, LR00, MNP +00, MHS07, WTX02, WCMS04, ZP01].
Approximations
[dFds4F17].
Arbitrarily
[MR03].
Arbitrary
[AM07].
Arcs
[BGRT13].
Area
[BDJ10, BHL03, BHLL10, CDG +09, Fra08, GR03a, GSA20, HL98, HSKK98, KPS13, MGR09, TWC06].
Area-Efficient
[GR03a].
Areas
[AACKM11, KSN99].
Arithmetic
[Gav09b, JS09, dF18].
Arithmetic-Degree
[dF18].
Arm
[Kan97b].
Arrangement
[BEW03, MS07a].
Arrangements
[ACGK17, GHH +98, GM98, HL04, KYZ14, LHHHP03, SS11, dBHOvK97].
Art
[CJK +06, KM11, WK07].
Assembly
[GM99, GHH +98, JMM98].
Assessment
Coloured [BHLL10]. Column
[AO98, DO00, MO01, O’R97a, O’R97b, O’R97c, O’R98, O’R99b, O’R99a, O’R00a, O’R00b, O’R00c, O’R01, O’R02, O’R03, O’R04a, O’R04b, O’R06, O’R07].

Combinations [KMG+01]. Combinatorial
[AHO+14, CR90, CER97, DFL+18, FG04, MS06, SZP10]. Common
[Rab05, SU13, Wan09, YCCV17].

Commuting [BBG+11]. Compact
[BBCK05, Kan97a]. Compass
[KL10a, VR04]. Compatible
[CLR07, CLRW10]. Competitive
[BDDT17, GR10]. Complete
[BMKS00, BG14, EMI98, OGB11].

Complexity [ZG06]. Complex
[DGRS08, ELPZ07, GR08]. Complexes
[ALS12, CC06, EW00, MaF14, OWW00].

Computational
[AO98, AAH+11, DO00, JS09, MO01, O’R97a, O’R97b, O’R97c, O’R98, O’R99b, O’R99a, O’R00a, O’R00b, O’R00c, O’R01, O’R02, O’R03, O’R04a, O’R04b, O’R06, O’R07, Pet98]. Computing
[AKS+12, AKKS14, AH11, ABD+11, AS08b, AL01, AEK05, BSC99, BSC00, DG13, Bes03, BMT99, BCD+00, BL03, BMS91, BHM03, CK97a, DMOW98, DR02, EMI98, FSS+97, Gav09b, GKK+10, GK899, KG14, Kir07, KS99, KYZ14, kra20, MB02, MR03, TV01, WLD01, WZ18, WNGK+12, dF18].

Concepts
[FW01]. Conceptual
[SV10]. Condition
[KU10]. Conditional
[BDGT13, CDWK01, DN97, GSW08, GOG11, THI99]. Constructing
[BDGT13, CDWK01, DN97, GSW08, GOG11, THI99]. Construction
[BK07]. Conflict
[AS08a, FK18, dBLM+19]. Conflict-Free
[AS08a, FK18, dBLM+19]. Conflicting
[SZP10]. Conforming
[MMG01]. Congruence
[BK02]. Conic
[GW04]. Conjectures
[MRM15]. Connected
[AACT17, CK97b]. Connecting
[AC01, BG05]. Connection
[ACGK17]. Conquer
[PL04]. Consistency
[SOR06]. Constrained
[DDL+10, GOG11, GBRT13, KS99, RSS+05, TW06, WZ16, ZG06, DEG+03]. Constraint
[GBRT13, JTNM06, SM06, SZP10, TW06, ZG06]. Constraints
[AAMT15, BvR19, CAR015, CWW02, MS06, VB05, Yan06, YLL18, DEG+03]. Constructing
[BDGT13, CDWK01, DN97, GSW08, GOG11, THI99]. Construction
[BK09, BET99, GZ11, HDY07, LW04, LHHP03, MSB19, WNL02]. Constructive
[Goo98]. Contact
[FPNZ98, LM97]. Contain
[BSX09]. Containers
[AS18]. Containing
[EE11, KS13]. Containment
[BH01]. Continuous
[BDDF+14, EFS09, HREK07, WIE05].

Contours
[DG03, HSK98]. Contraction
[Goo98]. Contractions
[AGL09]. Controlled
[HL04]. Convex
[AH11, AS18, AFN11, BRD09, BHLO11, BBC+02, BDM+20, BLM03, BS00, Cha12, CWKC98, CDWK01, CL17, CT97, Cho99, CK97b, DKS05, EMI98, GSa20, GHH+98, HS02, HDY07, KS02, KPS13, LR00, MS99, MGR09, MHH00, NY98, PS19, RR00, Shao1, TW06, VO98, Zai01, Zha97, KNA94].

Convexity
[Ror19]. Convolution
[MS07b].
Cross [EW00]. Cross-Sections [EW00].
Crossing
[CARB15, DE12, KSN99, Pap99, TSN97].
Crossings [KKY00]. CSG [MG98]. Cubes
[ABD+18]. Culling [DP03]. Curvature
[BL03, CGJS11, GBRT13, Maf14].
Curvature-Based [CGJS11].
Curvature-Constrained [GBRT13].
Curve
[BD05, CGJS11, FR98, HL97, HV91, Sch16].
Curve/Curve [FR98]. Curved
[ABD+18, Cha02, Dey97, DL07, KKY00, WNGK+12]. Cylinder [Cha02, FSS+97].
Cylindrical [Ber04, Zhu04a]. Cylindricity
[Ber04, Zhu04a].

D
[BBCS99, DEG+03, ADM11, BS16, CM11, EMM98, ELPZ07, FM99, For95, GLS10, HSS05, RW11, RR00, TW06, Zhu04a].

Dams
[SV10]. Data
[ACC+12, AKKS14, ALS12, BYM+18, CSX05, CW12a, EGSO8, FISO8, GJS09, JS09, MTT99, MGNO4, Tou05, WCMS04].

Database
[Bar98, JMM98]. Dataflow
[SPP08]. DBSCAN [dBGR19]. DCEL
[Bar98]. Deceiving [San09]. Decision
[AMM+98]. Decompose [TW06].

Decomposition
[CR01, FM01, HL98, JTNM06, KS02, SM06, WK07, WDBB09, ZG06, FM97].
Decompositions [Sha97a, Sha97b].

Deficiency [Sha01]. Definition [vKLSW18].

Deformation
[CC06]. Deforming [Ber04].
Degenerate [MSB19]. Degree [AHO+14, AR19, BSX09, HLW13, LW04, Rab05, dF18].

Delaunay
[ABG+09, ACH+12, BG13, BDG14, BSX09, BDDT17, Dev02, DEG+03, DN18, For95, GOG11, LS08, MPW05, Muc98, MMG01, RW11, STU07]. Deletion
[AFK+10, Dev02]. Density [CSX05].
Density-Based [CSX05]. Departure
[San09]. Dependent [MJ12]. Depth
[DFL+18, KMW00]. Depth-First
[KMW00]. Derived [GJS03]. Descending
[AL11]. Design [AAMT15, PW01, SOR06].
 Destroying [SV10]. Detect [Dey97].
Detecting [BBG+11]. Detection
[CW008, GR03b, KS02, MSB19, Wu09].

Determinant
[CMK03]. Determination
[LM97]. Determine [VB05]. Determined
[BK07]. Determining [Che98, Gav09a].

Detour
[WNGK+12]. Developments
[SU13]. Diagram
[BKC09, BS12, BBB+10, DG08, DBGV06, ETT08, Gav09b, GSW08, HDY07, KS05, KKS05, NS09, PL01, PL04, PD13, PX15, SPPK08, SV16].

Diagrams
[AAC*99, AGMR98, BC06, BK14, BKL17, EH19, GJS03, MMR01, Sug92, SI94, VO90].

Diameter
[Cha02, MB02, Po09, Jan93].

Diameter-4
[Po09]. Diameters [Al97].

Diamond
[BSX09]. Diamonds [BDE02].

Differential
[CP05]. difficult [Dev92].

Digital
[BBCS99]. Dilation
[AFK+10, CL13, DG16, EBGK+07, GKK+10].

Dilation-Bounded
[CL13].

Dilation-Optimal
[AFK+10]. Dimension
[CWW08, CVY11, V09].

Dimensional
[AB09, AS18, AK99, BSC00, BK02, CD03, Ekm98, Gav90b, J006, KS05, Kir07, Muc98, dBG19].

Dimensions
[AM07, ALS12, BBK05, DB02, EMM11, HDY07, IMTI02].

Directed
[DGL+00, Fra08]. Direction
[JJ10, Ngu12]. Direction-Length
[JJ10, Ngu12]. Directional
[CV001, FOX08]. Directions
[BNS10, VR04]. Disc
[CCK+06].

Disconnected
[BK14]. Discrete
[AKS+12, BDIZ03, BBB+10, DFLON12, DDCN13, EFS09, WKG10, WCLS07, Wu09, Xu06].

Discs
[AS08a, CWK09]. Disjoint
[KBA11]. Disk
[BDJ10, DG13, BHLL10, DFLON12, KS13, dFdSdF17]. Disk-Shaped
[DG13]. Disks
[AFN11, BDPO8, BV11, CDG+09, CDJ+15, DDCN13]. Dispersion
Dissections [Zak10]. Distance [AKS+12, AS08b, BHP01, BBB+10, BKST00, BK17, DGRS08, GMW19, KS11, Kra20, Maf14, MJ12, Yan06, YLL18].


Drawing [BMT00, BGT99, DE12, DGL+00]. Drawings [CK97b, Fra08, GR09, HLN06, NPR17, Sud04]. Duality [ABR14]. Dynamic [BG14, Cha12, DBGV06, EGS08, FIS08, IST20, LM97, dBLM+19].

Dynamically [GM98]. Dynamization [CT92].

Easy [DR02]. Eccentricity [DK06]. Edge [AFK+10, AGL09, BHL011, CARB15, Cha98, GHN+03, HS02, SM00, Tan99].

Edge-Crossing [CARB15]. Edges [AT18, GMW19]. Editor [CL09, DBKU14, Aga99, Asa99, Bar05, Bar13, Efr08, Fle06, For97, Her01, Kim09, KS07, Lee03, Mit04, Rok09, Sug03, Tam03, Ten00, Tok02, Tok19, Zha07, Zhu04b, dBS02].

Editors’ [CÜ05, AV14, AF98, AC08, AMS97, ANO13b, CHL13, CO12, GM06, Gav05, HN11, HV12, KS16, LM98, MR05, SK08, dBBDE17].

Efficiency [FOG00]. Efficient [ACKT01, AM07, ALS12, CD03, Dey97, GR03a, GJS09, KNA94, KC97, LW04, LM07, LR00, VB05, WCM004, Wu09, WDBB09, ZP01].

Element [MHW00]. Elements [DNW+09]. Eliminating [HV91]. Ellipses [ETT08].

Ellipsoids [SYI00]. Embeddedness [BV13, DDL+10]. Embedded [ADF13, CP05]. Embedding [ADF13, BFMFP+14, DL07, EBGK+07].

Embeddings [KK05]. Empty [DBHM+03, FSS+97, KS13, MR03]. Enclosed [MGD15]. Enclosing [BMS11, Cha02, FG04, MNP+00, NN09].

Enclosure [BMS19, GJS07]. Energy [EFK08]. Energy-Aware [EFK08]. Engineering [FPNZ98, TV01]. Entities [vKLSW18].

Enumerating [Cha01, CR01, IMTI02]. Enumeration [KNA94]. Envelopes [CNT10]. Environment [ABC+15, Bar98, CL93].

Environments [DEH+05, LM97]. Equilateral [ADD+13]. Equitable [BK18]. Equivalence [APS00]. Equivalent [OWW00].

Errata [EC15, Sha97a]. Error [BYM+18, CMO03, KL10a]. Error-Prone [KL10a]. Estimating [CFL15, MNO, RW11]. Estimation [MNP+00].

Euclidean [AR19, BC06, CSY97, DN97, DK08, EFS09, ETT08, Gav09b, KK05, dBGR19]. Evaluation [FPNZ98, KMG+01, WQS05].

Evaluations [DP03]. Evasion [ABC+15, GLL+99]. Even [BDH+04].


Experimental [DGL+00, LHHHP03]. Explicit [Gav09b]. Extending [DMMH11].

Extensions [Nug12]. Exterior [BRD09].

External [CFM+01, Nek13].

External-Memory [CFM+01].

Extract [BM02]. Extract [GW04].

Extracting [DG03]. Extraction [HREK07].

Extraneous [HV91]. Extreme [Gulh05].

Eye [NZ20].

Face [AH0+14, BHL011, DMMH11]. Faces [Res14]. Facets [CR01].

Facility [BMK00, BKST00, DK06]. Factor [WTX02, WNGK+12].

Far [AAD15].

Far-Field [AAMT15]. Faraway [LS08].
Farthest [BD05, PD13, WZ19]. Fast [DN97, DW02, FS08, GMMW19, HH12, MMN07, MSB19, Nek13, TW06, ZE02].

Faster [Epp97, GSW08, dBGR19]. Feature [CCD06, JH04b, BW11]. Features [GIPR12, JMM98]. Fidelity [Mit00]. Field [AAMT15]. Finding [ADS00, AM07, BD05, BDGW10, BG05, CWKC98, CM10, EEM11, FKN17, FMR05, KZ10, KS13, LWY97, LLCC11, Mit97, Tan02, YCCV17]. Finite [CFL15, MHW00]. Finite-Element [MHW00]. First [KMW00]. Fitting [AAK+06, CW12a, Da 11, ULVH10]. Fixed [BBL08, CVY11]. Flashlight [LSS02]. Flats [CHU14, Da 11]. Flexible [Sch16]. Flipping [GHN+03]. Flips [AHO+14]. Floating [Gav09b, JS09]. Floating-Point [Gav09b, JS09]. Flooding [NZ06, SV10]. Floodlight [BGL+97]. Floodlights [AECSU98, DBBF+14]. Flow [DGRS08, GJS03, GRS08, MH00]. Flow-Complex-Based [DGRS08]. Folding [ADD+13, ABD+18, BDGT13, FOX08]. Footprints [EHP18]. Forests [KR05].

Foreword [Aga99, AV14, AF98, AC08, AMS97, Asa09, ANO13b, Bar05, Bar13, CHL13, CL09, CO12, CU05, DBKU14, Efr08, Fle06, For97, GM06, Gav05, Her01, HN11, Hon18, HV12, Kim09, KS16, KS07, LM98, MR05, Mit04, Rok09, Sug03, SK08, Tan03, Ten00, Tok02, Tok10, Tok19, Zha07, Zhu04b, dBS02, dBDE17]. Form [APS00, CM11, HREK07, MG98]. Formed [Sh99, Sit06]. Four [AHO+14].


Functions [BKST00, Kra20]. Furthest [MMR01].

Gabriel [KG14]. Galleries [CIK+06, KM11]. Gallery [WK07].


Geoexploration [PW01]. Geometric [APS00, AMM+98, AHM+06, AGR16, BK+09, BFR01, CLP09, CS06, CKD01, CHL+04, CSX05, CHL+06, Che10, CFM+01, EHP19, FOX08, GKK+10, GW04, Ghu05, GJS09, GIPR12, JTNM06, KL10b, KTT02, LSS98, MST13, MT99, MJ12, Pet98, Sor06, Sha97a, Sha97b, SZ10, TV01, Tou05, TW06, ULVH10, VB05, XYK10, ZG06, dFdSdF17]. Geometrical [SM06].

Geometry [AO98, CP05, DO00, ESG98, Goo98, JS09, MO01, O'R97a, O'R97b, O'R97c, O'R98, O'R99b, O'R99a, O'R00a, O'R00b, O'R00c, O'R01, O'R02, O'R03, O'R04a, O'R04b, O'R06, O'R07, WCL07, Wu09]. Geosheet [LSS98]. Ghost [CDD+12]. Global [JJ10, Maf14, Ngu12, Yan06]. Good [DB92, VR04]. GPDOF [TW06]. Graph [ACC+12, ABG+09, BMT00, BGT99, DE12, NPR17, ÖWW00, Roy16]. Graphics [HMK14].

Graphs [ADD+13, ABG+09, ADF13, ABR14, BD10, BV13, BEW03, BvR19, BS00, CK97b, DGL+00, DL07, EBGK+07, EHP18, FM99, FK18, Fra08, DDL+10, GKK+10, HH12, KL10b, KG14, MHN06, SM00, Tou05, dF18, dFsdF17, BDD+12, BDH+12].

[CY17]. Grids [EW00]. Group [SM06].
Groups [vKLSW18]. Growing [CM10].
guarantee [FMR05]. Guaranteed
[CMO03]. Guard
[BRD09, FLMS18, THL98]. Guarding
[BNS10, CJK+06, DKK09, KM11]. Guards
[AMP10, PLC02, Tan99]. Guest
[Aga99, AV14, AF98, ACS97, Asa09,
ANO13b, Bar95, CHL13, CO12, Cú05, Efr08,
Fie06, GM06, Gav05, Her01, HN11, Hon18,
HV12, Kim09, KS16, KS07, LM98, MR05,
Rok09, Sug03, SK08, Tam03, Ten00, Tok02,
Tok19, Zha07, Zhu04b, dBS02, dBDE17].
Guided [DNW+09].

Half [Vig12]. Half-Planes [Vig12].
Hamilton [KKY00]. Hamiltonian [Nar99].
Hard [BHP01, BG11a, BZ14, BDH+04,
GKK+10, Roy16]. Hardness
[KG14, MHS07]. Harm [BMKS00].

Hausdorff
[AS08b, BHP01, KS11, Kra20, PL04, PX15].
HDBSCAN [dBGR19]. Heavy [AHP08].
Helly [CPRS18]. Helly-Type [CPRS18].
Hexahedral [Sch00]. Hidden [GMV99].
Hidden-Surface [GMV99]. Hierarchical
[AM07]. Hierarchy [Ber04]. High
[ALS12, HLW13, Mit00, MH00].
High-Degree [HLW13]. Higher [ABG+09].
Hinged [CVG+07]. Histogram [FM97].
Holes [SM00]. Homeomorphic [ACDL02].
Homeomorphism [CLR10, OWW00].
Homologous [Dey97]. Homology [CFL15].
Homothetic [AK99]. Homotopic
[CJWV12]. Homotopy [SMF07].
Homotopy-Preserving [SMF07].

Horizons [AEK05]. Hull
[ACCS04, CWK198, KPS13, NY98]. Hulls
[Cha12, Emi98, Pet98, RR00]. Hybrid
[CKMK03]. Hypercube [Ata99].

Hypersphere [BM12].

I/O [Afs13]. Identification [CCD06].
Identifying [BBR09]. if [DR02]. II [JH04b].

Ill [BBR09]. Ill-Posed [BBR09].

Illumination
[AECSU98, DHT15, EFKM08]. Image
[ACKT01, CWW02, WCLS07].
Immobilizing [CVG+07, CSU99].

Implementation
[AM07, Emi98, FS08, MMNM07, Muc98].

Implicit [ESG98, HYSC18].

Impossibilities [BHMW11]. Imprecise
[AKS+12, GLS10, Lof11]. Improved
[Afs13, Ata99, BM02, BK17, CY17,
EvKSS15, GC97, Goo98]. Improvement
[FOG00]. Improving [ACH+12, Tou05].

Inaccurate [CK97a]. Incidence [MS06].

Incidences [Sit06]. Incongruent [SU13].

Incremental [SI94, TH99]. Independent
[BDJ10]. Index [Ano97, Ano98, Ano99,
Ano00, Ano01, Ano02, Ano03, Ano04, Ano05,
Ano06, Ano07, Ano08, Ano09, Ano10,
Ano11, Ano12, Ano13a, Ano14, Ano15,
Ano16, Ano17, Ano18, Ano19, Van91].

Indicators [Ber00]. Induced [EHP18].
Inducing [SS11]. Inequality [AMV13].

Infimaximal [MS03]. Inflating [BG11a].

Information [CK97a, DDE+07, Wis00].

Inner [MH06]. Input [AKS+12, EHP19].

Inscribed [Gav09a]. Instance [Tou05].

Instance-Based [Tou05]. Instances
[BBR09]. Integer [DD00, KNA94].

Intended [VB05]. Intensity
[CHW+08, WDBB09].

Intensity-Modulated
[CHW+08, WDBB09]. Interconnection
[LYW97]. Interiors [Bii02]. Interpolation
[Hyy08]. Intersecting [HS02, MGR09].

Intersection
[BDJ10, BDGT13, CFM+01, DG99, FK18,
GJS09, HYSC18, MC91, dFdSdF17].

Intersections [CGG+12, ZF02]. Interval
[LWZ17, MF06, Mit00]. Interval-Based
[MF06]. Intervals [dBLM+19].

Intervisibility [MVV07]. Invariant
[KS11, LD15]. Invariants [GW04]. Inverse
[ZWG06]. Involving [BM12].
Irregularities [Guh05]. ISODATA [MMNM07]. Isomorphic [KV99].
Isomorphism [OWW00]. Isosceles [BMSS11]. Isothetic [MGR09]. Iteration [BM12].
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